On the Multigrid Method for
3D Mixed Macro-Elements
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Abstract
A natural mixed finite elementmethod for the Stokesproblem in the velocity-pressureformulationis usedto approximate the velocity by continuouspiecewisepolynomialsof
degree(k + 1), and to approximatethe pressureby discontinuous piecewisepolynomials of degree k. This paper is
devoted to proving constant rates of convergencefor two
nonnestedmultigrid methodswhen appliedto solvingsome

3D stable7•k+•-Pk(k _>2) mixed-element
equationswhere

b

a

the underlying tetrahedral mesheshave a macro-element
structure. A numerical test is presented.
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Figure 1' A macro-element consistsof 4 tetrahedra.

is shown that, when defined on tetrahedral meshes of a

macro-elementtype, the above72k+1-Pkelementsare stable if the polynomialdegreefor velocityis 3 or higher. In

Introduction

In the variation form of velocity-pressureformulation of
the Stokes equations, the velocity and pressure are in

the method, starting with any quasi-uniform tetrahedral
mesh,the meshfor computationis generatedby subdividing each initial tetrahedron into 4 subtetrahedra by con-

the Sobolev
spaces
Hl(fi) • andL•(fi), respectively.
The nectingthe bary-centerwith 4 vertices(seeFigure 1). The
mixed element approximation spaces can be chosen to

72k+1-Pk mixed elements are defined on this new mesh.

be the correspondingsubspaces. A most natural ap-

The velocityin the mixed-elementsolutionis divergence-

proximation scheme would be, then, to choosecontinuous

free pointwise.

piecewise-polynomials
of degree(k + 1) for the velocity

The multigrid method is an effective iteration method
for solvinglinear systemsof equationsarising from discretizing partial differential equations. It is an optimal

and discontinuouspiecewise-polynomials
of degree k for
the pressure.Such mixed element solutionssatisfy the in-

compressibility
condition. Scott and Vogelius[8] showed orderalgorithmin variouscases([1], [2]) and references
that the Babu•ka-Brezziinequalityholdsfor such72k+1-Pk therein. Verf'drthhas introducedtwo multigrid methods
triangular mixed-elementsin 2D if the polynomialdegree ([12] and [13]) for solvingmixed elementequationsfor
k is 3 or a higher, and if the meshesare singular-vertex Stokesproblemsand provedthat the iterationsconverge
free. This result is partially extendedto 3D in [15]. It with constantrates (independentof the number of unknownsin the linearsystemof equations).But the stan'Department of Mathematical Sciences,University of Delaware,
dard (nested)multigrid algorithmwill not work for 3D
Newark, DE 19711, USA, szhang@math.udel.edu
72k+1-Pktetrahedral mixed-elements.This is becausethe
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stabilitycondition(see(2) below)will not hold any more
at the multigridrefinementasthe newinterioredgeof each
tetrahedronis singularwhen the tetrahedronis subdivided

into 8 half-sizedtetrahedra(cf. [15]). Now, to get rid of
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singularity, if we cut each of the 8 subtetrahedrafurther

95

we will mention the dependenceon the polynomial degree

(into 4) as depictedin Figure 1, then this process
would

whenneeded.It is shownin [15]that Vj satisfies
the

lead to degenerate mesheswhich contain sharp and long
tetrahedra. Given an initial tetrahedral grid, the correct
way to build multilevel grids is to first refine the initial

Babu•ka-Brezzi stability condition: there existsa constant

> 0 (independent
of j, but dependingon k) suchthat

gridnestedly
to thehighest
level.Thenwecansubdi-(2)

vide all tetrahedra on all levels to get the macro-element
meshes. However, the multilevel grids created this way
are not nestedand the resulting mixed element spacesare
not nested either. Some treatments are neededin defining
the intergrid transfer operator, which is necessaryin the
multigrid method to transfer functionsfrom a lower level

to higherone (cf. [3] and [17]). A multigridmethodfor

2D. biharmonic,
C1 elements
is studiedin [16],wherethe
meshes have the same macro-element

structure.

In this note, •ve apply the two multigrid methods of
Verfiirth to solve the new mixed-element equations and
prove that the two methods retain their constant-rate of
convergenceand, consequently,their optimal order of computation. Section 2 provides some basicson the mixed element approximation of the stationary Stokes equations.
•Ve definea multigrid method for the mixed-elementequations in Section 3, and prove its constant rate of convergence in Section 4. In Section 5, a combinedconjugate

vV:O

which ensuresthe best order of convergencefor the mixed

elements
solutions
{[u•.,p•]}definedbelowin (3). •n this
paper, we use the standard notation for Sobolev spaces
and their norms, and we use C as a genericconstant.

The mixed elementsapproximationto (1) in weak for-

mulationis: Find [uj,pj] G Vj, suchthat

(3)

in Section

6.

L([uj,pj],[v,q]) = (f,v)

V[v,q]6 Vj,

where L([u,p], [v,q]) := a(u,v) + b(v,p) + b(u,q),
a(u,v) := •,(Vu, Vv) and b(v,p):= -(divv, p). We assume the boundary of f• is regular enough such that if

f • L2(f•)in (1), thenthesolution
[u,p]• H2(f•)axH•(f•)
(cf. [5],[6]and [11])and

gradient
- multigrid
method
is defined,
which
alsocon- (4)
vergeswith a constant rate. A numerical test is presented

sup (diw,
p)_>
Cllpllo
Vp

Ilul12+ IIpll

The analysishere can be extended to cover somedomains

with a curvedboundarywhere(4) is knownto hold. By
examining(2) and (4), it followsthat ([5, 4])
2

Preliminaries

We considerthe stationary Stokesproblem: Find functions

(the fluidvelocity)andp (the pressure)
on a 3D domain
such that

3
-vAu + gradp = f
divu = 0
u = 0

in f•,
in f•,
on c9f•,

where f is the body force and v is the kinematic viscosity.

A multigrid

algorithm

In this section we introduce a multigrid algorithm for

solvingthe mixed-element
equations(3). The algorithm
is based on the general multigrid algorithm defined by

Verffirthin [12]. We needto solve(3) on the highestlevel.

Givenan initial quasi-uniform
(cf. [4])tetrahedralmesh Problemson all lowerlevelsare auxiliary ones. We rewrite

•0 = {M} with meshsize ho on f•, we can refineeach (3) in a moregeneralform
tetrahedronM into 8 subtetrahedra
(cf. [18]),nestedly,
to

generate
multilevel
meshes
{.Mj}•=o where
hi-1 = 2hi. (6)

L([uj,pj], [v,q])= Gj(v, q) V(v,q) • Vj.

We let • = {T} denotethe corresponding
macro-element Gj is a linearfunctionalon Vj. In particularon the finest
meshwhereeachtetrahedronM of A4j is cut into 4 by level,G• = (f, v). Problem(6) canbe written in matrix-

connectingthe bury-center with 4 vertices, as depicted in

vectorformasAjx -- bwith a symmetric,indefinitematrix

Figure1. Let •Pk,%and Pk,%denotethe piecewise
con- Aj. In the fine levelsmoothingof the multigridmethod

tinuous and discontinuouspolynomials of degree k on the

defined below, m steps of a Jacobi-like relaxation are ap-

o = P•,• • H•(Q) and
mesh•., respectively.
Let P•,•.
pliedto thesquared
system
A•x = A.•b.Therelaxation

P•,%= Pk,%
• Lg(•),i.e.,P•,%= {p6 Pk,%I f• P= 0}.
Toshorten
thenotation,
welet • = (•+•,%
o
)3xpo
•,%.and

parameter•j, below,has to be lessthan or equalto the
reciprocalof the spectralradiusof Aj (cf. [1, 12]).

3D Mixed Macro-Elements
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Asthemultilevel
spaces
{ Vj} arenotnested,it is neces-

4

Convergence analysis

saryto introducean intergridtransferoperatorIj: Vj-1 -•

Vj. Forsimplicity
in analysis
andin implementation
(other In this section,we prove the constant rate of convergence
intergrid transfer operators would lead to working algorithms too), we define

for the multigrid algorithm definedin Definition 3.1. Let

{[0i0jl•aim(v•)
bethecomplete
setofeigenfunctions
for
'

I IJl=l

the symmetricbilinearfunctionalL(.,.):

(7)

Ij = Hz x P%, Ij[u,p] = [rI•u,P%p] • Vj

(13)
for any u 6 C(f•)3 and p 6 L2(f•). Here, in (7), we

2

=

j

usedthe commonnotationsrI• and Px5 as the nodal Wecanassume
the.eigenfunctions
arenormalized
andthat
valueinterpolation
operatorandthe L2(f•) projection
op- 0< [,X•l
_
< ... <[/Vaim(V•)['
Given
[uj,pj]
= Y•4
c•[0•,0/]
e
ß

erator, respectively. We note that the computation of

P• : P•.T•_•
-• P•.T•isdone
element-wise
since
thepressurefunctionsare discontinued.
Because
the grids{T•.}
areconstructed
on {Adj}, wecanseethat

(8)

Vj, wedefinethe Ill' Ill•normby

(14)

/di•_5.?
) }1/2

111[u/,P]111
:--

Vj•U+i : (Pk+i,A4j
0
)3XP/•,A4j
0 -': •7j,

the spaceof piecewisecontinuousand discontinuous
polynomialson grid Adj.

Definition 3.1 (Algorithm3.1 in [12].)

cIX]I

WenotethatII1'Ill0isdefined
forallfunctions
in Hl(["•)3x
L2(f•), whiletheothernormsIll' IIl aredefinedonlyin Vj.

Let[uj,pj]e v•.denote
thesolution
ofProblem
(6)and
[e},4.1:= [u;- • * -p}] betheerroroftheIthiterate,

1. Smoothing.
Let [u•,p•]• Vj bea givenguess
to the

0 < 1 < m + 1. The followingfine-levelsmoothingproperty

solutionof Problem(6). For 1 = 1,2,..., m, computethe

is shownin [12]underthe conditions
(4) and (2).

solutions

of
2

(15)

l

(9) (w},v)+ hj(rj,q)=
ø
- [uj ,

q])} V[v,q] 6 Vj

IIl[e?,C]111
=• Chf2m-1/2lll[u•,p•]lllo.

Lemma4.1 Let[uj,pj]• Vj beL2 orthogonal
to•j-1 in
the sense that

and

(10)

2

I

I--1

(ulj_ Ujl-• , v) + hj(pj-pj ,q)-L([w},r}],Iv,q]) V[v,q]• Vj.

(16)

2

(uj,v)+hj(pj,q)=O V[v,q]
•._•.

Then

(17)

2. Correction.
Let [uj_•,pj_•]• Vj_1 betheexactsolution of Problem(6) with

Proof

This lemma is almost identical

to Lemma

4.2 in

[12]. Wenotethatthespace
•'-1 hasthesameorder
~

(11) Gj_•(v,q) :=

of approximationas that for Vj-1 and that Vj_• c Vj.
Therefore, the proof there remains the same.

[]

G;(Ij[v,q])- L([ j ,pj ],Ij[v,q]) V[v,q]e Vj.

If j = O,put[fij-l,•Sj-•]:= [U;_l,P;_l].

Theorem 4.1 Let 5j,m bethe convergence
rate measured
the Ill' III0-or oi o•e iterationof multigridalgorithm

If j > O,computean approximation
[fij-1,/5•_1]by apply- definedin Definition 3.1 at levelj with m relaxations. For
inga(_>2) iterationsof the (j- 1)-levelscheme
to (6) with everyn • (0,4-•/(a-•)) thereis a number
m•, whichdestarting value zero. Put

(12) Eu?+X,p?
+x]: [uy•,p?]
+ Ij[•lj_l,ll•j_l].

pendson k and n, but not on j, such that

(18)

<

Vj, m _>

Proof Followingthe frameworksof Verf'tirth[12] and
In realcomputation
the L2 innerproductsin (9)-(10) are Bank-Dupont[1], we needto provethe caseof two-level
replacedby equivalent
discreteL2 innerproducts.This multigrid
algorithm,
i.e., [fij_•,/Sj-1]:= [u•_•,pj_•]in
doesnot affectthe analysis(cf. [1]).
(12). Let [wj_•, rj-1] be the orthogonal
projection
of the
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iterative
error[e]•,e•]in•j_• Since
•1_•C •._•, by(4),
it followsby a dualityargument(cf. [12]and [1])that

lille?,e?]- [uj_•,pj_•]lllo
_<Chj inf {lie?- vll•+ lie?-qllo}

<_c•j{lle? - wj-•llx+ II•?- rj-•llo}

algorithmretainsthe constantrate of convergence.
Even
the multilevel spacesare nonnestedin the presentcase.

First,wedefine
anoperator
L: P•,Tj-• P•,•-jasfollows.
0 letUp• (•l•k+l,Tj
0
)3 andLp• P},Tj
0 bethe
Given
p • P},Tj
unique solutionsof the equations

(20)

(21)

o

3

a(Up,V) = b(v,p) Vv • (•P•+x,Tj),

(Lp,q)

wherein the last step we usedan inverseinequality(cf.

We remarkthat solvingtwo linearsystemsis requiredfor

iterative error is actually

discreteLaplaceequationsfor continuouspiecewisepolynomials,wherewe apply the multigrid method. The secondlinear systemis a discretemassequationwhichis un-

[4]). Because
of the nonnestedness
of spaces,
the ra + 1-st each evaluation of L. The first system consistsof three

coupledon eachtetrahedron.This systemcan be solved
locallywith a costproportional
to the numberofounknowns
(k fixed).Next, let uf •; t'•0
•+i,Tj:53andg • P•,T,bethe
unique solutionsof the equations

(22)

(23)

a(uf,v) = (f,v)

o

3

¾ve (;v•+•,cr•),

(g,q) = b(uf,q) Vq

It is shownin [13]that the pair [u,p] • Vj is the solution
of (3) on the top levelif, and onlyif,
wherein the last stepwe usedthe L2 stabilityof nodalvalueinterpolation
operatorwhenrestrictedon Vj_• (see
[10]fora proof,wheretheaveraging
interpolation
operator
canbe designed
to be identicalto HT• whenrestricted
to
V•_•). Combining
abovetwoestimates
weobtain

(19)!!][e?+•,e?+•]lll
o_<ClllEe?,•?]-

(24)

Lp-g,

o
wherea(u,v) = (f,v)-b(v,p), forall v • (P•+•,•-j
. •Ve
canwrite the method(20-24) in operatorforms:

(25)
L = BA-XB
*, g - BA-•PTjf,
where
theoperators
aredefined
bya(Aj-•u,v):= (u,v)

(recallthe notationAj = A), (Bu,q) := b(u,q) and
Now,applyingLemma4.1 and (15) we canget (cf. [12]) (B*p,v) :- b(v,p), for all [v,q] • Vj. For simplicity,
we
that
drop the indexj, if j - J; and, if there is no confusion.
2

IIIrd?•?] - [w•_•,•w-•]111o

<_qllEe?,
•?]111=111Ee?,
•?] - [•'-•,

_<
•111[e•,
•]111=111Ee?,
•?]- [•-•,

Here,PTj isalsousedto denote
theL2 orthogonal
projectionoperatoron the space(7>•+•,T•
o
)3. Weletwj denote
the reciprocalof the spectralradiusof Aj. We nowdefine

a sequence
ofsymmetric
operators
to approximate
A-x by
the multigridmethod(cf. [3]).

Therefore, the proof is completedby choose•,• large

Definition

enough as

SetKom= A•-•, n - 1,2,--..
Assume
that Kj_Ln hasbeendefined;
defineKj,•z forz

Ill[e?
+1,
e?+11111o
<---•
III
[e;ø.,
•;ø']
IIIo,

5.1

o
)3 asfollows:
(•P•+x,•
1. Setw ø-0ande

ø=0.

2. Definew t for I = 1,..., ra by
5

A combined conjugate gradient
- multigrid algorithm

In this sectionwe definethe secondalgorithmwhichis also

basedon an algorithmof Verffirth[13].We showthat the

(26)
wt= w/-1Jr0Jj
(•,-- Ajw/-1).
3. Define
w"+• = w'•+H%e•, c• > 2, whereet for
I = 1,...,c• is definedby

(27)

e• = et-•

+Kj-i,i{PT•_•
(z- AjwTM)
-- Aj-le/-1}ß

3D Mixed

Macro-Elements
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4. Definewl for 1= m + 2,..., 2m+ 1 by (26).
5. SetKj.lZ ----W2m+1.

3. Iterationstep:If Ilrllo

Finally, Kj,nZ is definedby doing n cyclesof the above

qi+• = Lndi

iterations:

K;,nz = Kj,n-lz + K;,•(z - A•Kj,•_•z)

(25)

e go to step4. Otherwise

compute

and set

(ri, di)
(qi+•,di) '

Theorem 5.1 Let (d) hold. For any 0 < 5 < 1, thereis

pi+l _-- pi + o•i+•di
'
ri+l __ ri q-o•i+lqi+l,
(ri+l, r i+l)
•i+1
(r', r') '
di+l -_ _ri+l q-/3i+ldi.

an integerm independentof j, but dependingupona and
k, such that

(29) II(A;1- Sj,n)Zll
I • •nllzll
1 VZ• (•E)2+l,•)
3.
Proof This theoremis a corollaryof Theorem4.1 in [9],
which provesthe convergenceof W-cycle nonnestedmultigrid methods.
[]

Replace i by i + 1 and return to the beginning of the
this step.

We remark that the multilevel spaces

(30)

0

)3

0
)3
(Pkq-l,•

3

4. Post-processing:Compute

are used in our algorithm. This results in a nonnested
multigrid method. One could use the followingmultilevel

ui := Kj,,•(P•-•f- B*pi)
and take [Ui,pi] • Vj as the final approximation
to

spaces

(31) (Pk+I.,•AO)
o
3 C ''' C (P•+i,•4j)3 C

0

the solutionof (3).

3

to compute
A• • approximately.
Theadvantage
ofthelatter is that one getsbetter convergencerate and lesscompu-

Theorem 5.2 Let[ui,pi] bedefined
in Definition5.2 and

tationalworkinsideeachiteration(the convergence
theory [ua,pa] the solutionof (3). Then
in this caseis standardand coveredby [1]). The disadvantage is that one has to set up two data structuresto handle
two different families of multilevel finite element spaces.
We now definea conjugategradient algorithm for solving

Ilu -

q-IIpr-pillo
1

Problem(24), whichis an equivalentproblemof the Stokes

equations(3). Whenwesolve(24), weapproximate
Lp for

where e is defined in Definition 5.2

pC P•.T•by

Theorem

L,•p := BK•,,•B*p.

and 5 is defined in

5.1.

Proof This is Proposition5.1 in [13].

Definition 5.• (Algorithm5.1 in [13])

6

1. Pre-processing:Compute

g* := BKj,,•P•r•f.
o

A numerical

test

We test the combined conjugate gradient-multigrid
method defined in Definition 5.1 in solving a model 2D

2. Start:Givenaninitialguess
pO• P•,T;forthepres- Stokesproblemon a unit right triangle (meshfor .A•o).
surep; solving(3). Compute
We use 2D mixed elements on macro-element

qO= L,•pO

meshes where

eachtriangleof A•j issubdividedinto threetriangleswhen
generating T/, similarly to the 3D case depicted by Figure 1. For k = i and k = 2, suchmixed elementshave been

and put

r o = qO_ g.,

do = _r o.

Set i = 0, and e to a small positive tolerance.

shownstablein [7]. The analysisforthe multigridmethods
provided in this manuscript remains the same for the 2D

case.But, weshouldpointout that for highdegree(k > 2)
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degree

k+l

onto

CG

degree

on T•

C(BA-•B *)

k+ i

CG C(BA-•B *)

OnT•

CG C(BKj,•B*)

2

8

14.4559

27

17.7363

2

22

17.9957

3

14

14.1227

25

15.6759

3

25

22.3300

4

21

15.3867

26

16.2885

4

32

48.3480

5

23

15.8065

28

16.7038

5

32

119.6085

6

25

16.4055

29

17.0055

6

45

323.0922

7

15

16.5612

29

17.2318

7

96

889.0082

8

28

16.9165

32

17.4086

8

175

2541.4468

Table

1: Iteration

numbers

and condition

numbers.

polynomials, such macro-element mesheshave no advantage as the regular mesheswould provide stable mixed el-

ements([8]). The table I lists the numbersof the outer
conjugateiterations when applying the algorithm of Defini-

tion 5.2 whereKj.n -- A -1. Also,the conditionnumbersof
operatorBA-•B * in the L 2 innerproductare listedin Ta-

Table 2: Iteration

95

numbers

and condition

numbers.

[2] J. H. Bramble,Multigrid methods,Longman,Essex,
1993.

[3] J. H. Bramble,J. E. Pasciakand J. Xu, The Analysis
of multigrid algorithmswith non-nestedspacesor non-

inherited quadraticforms, Math. Comp., 56(1991),
pp. 1-34.

ble 1. •Ve remark that in the conjugateiteration, we have

to usethe L 2 massmatrix for pressurefunctionsas a preconditioner. One can find sucha preconditionedconjugate

iterationin [14]. Onecanseefromthe numericaldata that
the operatorBA-•B * is wellconditioned,independently
of
the polynomial degreek. Numerical data alsoindicate that
BA-•B * remains well conditioned when we refine meshes.

Forexample,
fork = 1, C(BA-•B*)= 18.8885and19.3166
on To_and T3, respectively.

However,whenA -x is replacedby the multigridapproximation Kj.•, the number of conjugate iterations and the

conditionnumberof BK•,•B* both increasewith the polynomial degree k and the mesh level J. This can be observed by the data listed in the table 2. Here, we apply
the t•vo-level nonnested multigrid method defined in Def-
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post-smoothings),
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•vill approach those listed in Table 1. Unlike the case of

met. Anal., 19(1985),pp. 111-143.

BA-•B *, if we fix the polynomialdegreeand refine the
mesh, the condition number of BKs,•B* would become
•vorse(for example, using quadratic polynomialsfor the

velocity,C(BKs,•B*)= 25.7506and 70.7792on T2 and
respectively).
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